Abstract -This paper proposes an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) based tracking controller to force underactuated nonlinear autonomous ships to follow a reference path under constant disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current. The controller development is based on UKF and backstepping techniques. The UKF is used to update the estimation of the uncertain parameters online to avoid the parameters' drift due to time-varying added mass matrices. Along the way of tracking control, we obtain a new stability result for nonlinear underactuated systems with non-vanishing uncertainties. Simulations conducted with respect to the tracking control of unmanned ship illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stabilization and tracking control of position (sway and surge) and orientation (yaw) of underactuated surface ships, have recently received considerable attention from the control community. One challenge of these problems is due to the fact that the dynamics of the ship differ from the dynamics of a rigid body on a plane because of hydrodynamical effects (behavior of ambient water) and the presence of friction terms from the motion in the water with both linear and quadratic velocity dependencies; another challenge is that the motion of the underactuated ship in question possesses three degrees of freedom (yaw, sway and surge neglecting the motion in roll, pitch and heave) while there are only two available controls (surge force and yaw moment) under a nonintegrable second order nonholonomic constraint.
Several linear controllers for path-tracking control using linear ship dynamics were proposed in [1] and [2] where loss of stability due to linearization was analyzed. The trajectorytracking control problem of nonlinear underactuated ships has recently studied in [3] , [4] and [5] . The main limitation of these designs is that the yaw velocity was required to be nonzero, i.e., a straight-line cannot be tracked. A high gainbased global practical tracking controller was developed in [6] by transforming the ship tracking system to a skew-symmetric form. Seemingly, Pettersen and Lefeber [7] were the first to solve the problem of tracking a straight-line. The problem of trajectory-tracking control without imposing a nonzero yaw velocity was solved in [8] . Relevant independent work also includes [9] , [10] , [11] and [12] on local tracking control, trajectory planning and fuzzy logic approaches. The pathfollowing problem for a fourth order ship model in the SerretFrenet frame was addressed in [13] under constant, known direction ocean-current disturbance. Output maneuvering of a class of strict feedback nonlinear systems with an application to fully actuated ships was studied in [14] . Using a line-ofsight projection algorithm, Fossen et al. [15] proposed a controller to force an underactuated ship to follow a sequence of way-points connected by straight-line segments.
The dynamic equations of such vehicles when they move in water are coupled and highly nonlinear. The added mass matrices and hydrodynamic parameters, which characterize this motion, are always assumed to be constant. These restrictive assumptions imply that the ship must be samesubmerge sphere all the time. Indeed, in underactuated ship control system, control design not only depends on the chosen design approach, but also depends on the precision of the available mathematical model, so these assumptions do not hold for real ships and will affect the tracking results. In this paper we use the UKF to give more accurate estimations for these parameters.
From the above discussion, it is clear that design of a controller which can give accurate estimations for these timevarying parameters will improve the tracking result. The note is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the kinematic and dynamic model for an underactuated surface vessel and then transform the open-loop tracking dynamics into a more convenient form for the subsequent controller development. In Section III, we present the UKF tracking control design. The corresponding simulations of ship tracking control are given in Section IV. Concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
II. KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
We seek to control the ship motion in the horizontal plane, so we neglect the dynamics associated with the motion in heave, roll, and pitch when modeling the ship. Moreover, we do not include the environmental forces due to wind, currents, and waves in the model. Furthermore, we assume 1-4244-0828-8/07/$20.00 © 2007 IEEE.
that the inertia, added mass and damping matrices are diagonal. The notion equation of a model helicopter can be written with respect to the body frame with x-axis pointing to its head, y-axis going to the right of the body, and z is defined by the right-handed rule ( Fig.1) . where (x, y) denotes the coordinate of the center of mass of the surface vessel in the earth-fixed frame, ϕ is the orientation of the vessel, and u, v and r are the velocities in surge, sway and yaw, respectively.
The dynamics of the surface vessel is described as [11] τ and 2 τ are the surge control force and the yaw control moment, respectively. For future uses, our desired trajectory is generated by the dynamic equations of a virtual underactuated ship: . This assumption is realistic from the physics of the problem.
To facilitate the controller design, we give (1) and (2) 
Given a bounded feasible reference trajectory The tracking error is
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III. UKF-BASED ESTIMATION FOR MODEL PARAMETERS
Recently, researchers are focusing on the sequential estimation and its applications on active modeling and modelreference control [10] . The classical state estimator for nonlinear system is the extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The EKF has some deficiencies because of its linearization to the nonlinear dynamics. The UKF, on the other hand, has the same computational complexity with the EKF, but directly use the nonlinear models instead of linearizing it and can give the joint estimation of states and parameters.
A. Standard UKF Approach
Consider a discrete-time nonlinear dynamic system: where Į determines the spread of the sigma point; ȕ is used to incorporate prior knowledge of the distribution of x, n is the dimension of augmented state.
3) Measurement Update:
where R is the measurement noise covariance.
B. Joint Estimation
The vessel inertia and the added mass effects ii m are the parameters which will be estimated by UKF.
As mentioned above, we can obtain unmanned ship's full dynamics and simplified model. Simplified model is easy to be linearized, but the simplified model can't correctly describe the actual ship dynamics because we use the constant representations of added mass matrices which are actually time-variant. To online update the added mass matrices, we use an estimation approach of UKF named joint estimation. Joint estimation means using the same estimation approach to simultaneous estimate system states and parameters. Joint estimation increases the estimation's degree of accuracy. Using UKF to resolve the problem of joint estimation is by combining the system states and parameters into augmented state variables, and then constitute augmented dynamic model. Denote the dynamic equations which contain unknown time-varying parameters as follows: 
A. Tracking Control Simulations
Figs 2-9 show the estimation results for the active model estimation on Matlab simulation. The dotted line is the UKF estimation, and the solid line is the actual state. The main contributions of UKF function are as follows:
1) Estimating the uncertain parameters and avoiding the parameters' drift due to time-varying added mass matrices.
2) Removing the noise of the observed states. Fig.10 and Fig.11 show the tracking control input of the underactuated surface ships, we can get that the control input of the UKF-based tracking control is much stable than the tracking control without UKF. In this paper, we introduced an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) based tracking controller for online updating the timevarying added mass matrices and online modelling of the dynamic states and model uncertainty of underactuated surface ships; this tracking controller can force the position/orientation tracing error to an arbitrarily small neighbourhood about zero. Simulations illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed controller.
